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For decades, the United States has enjoyed a

massive surplus in IP royalty payments flowing

in from the rest of the world1. Until now, it seems.

As knowledge-based economies and the accompanying

op portunities for leveraging IP become more and more

globalized, this trend appears to be in flux. In this shifting

reality, a US-only patent portfolio is no longer enough:

IP-intensive companies without a global strategy will get

left behind in the new global economy. For those that

can emulate - across multiple jurisdictions - the historical

successes of US companies in building high quality

US-based IP assets, there may however be significant

opportunity. Fortunately, jurisdiction-specific practice

rules and international filing processes, along with targeted

evidence-based patent development and improvement,

provide a unique opportunity to develop quality IP in

the right jurisdictions. 

The discrepancy between the US IP royalty surplus

and the rest of the world cannot solely be ex plained by

the relative size of the US economy. Something else has

been going on. Historically, the US has been ahead of the

game on leveraging their knowledge economy, whereas

so many other countries have relied on the manufacturing

and selling of products at lower cost, rather than exploiting

their ideas. The data bears this out: Only a few other

countries have had an IP royalty surplus at all, and

none of those are even close to that of the US2. One

explanation for this is the strength of the US patent and

legal systems, supported by favorable international IP

treaties and effective border enforcement. Not only did

this provide significant opportunity to IP rights-holders

in the US, but this also gave rise to strong and aggressive

legal and licensing industries that advanced far more

rapidly than in other jurisdictions. 

Outside of the US, in contrast, claiming practices have

evolved at a much slower rate in many ju risdictions

(i.e. they remain directed to narrower and embodiment-

specific claims), protection over computer-implemented

inventions has (until recently) been harder to acquire,

and opportunities to expand patent claims after filing

are much less expansive. As such, non-US companies

have general ly failed to develop patents having the same

level of quality that many US companies have been so

successful in exploiting to generate revenue and maintain

their market share. However, this state of affairs appears

to be changing as non-US knowledge-based economies

are beginning to rival that of the US. At the same time,

US patent law is currently in a state of uncertainty, due

in large part to the now dubious effectiveness of any

patents that might relate in any way to an abstract or

conceptual point of invention. As a result, we are already

seeing increased assertion and licensing activity outside

Résumé
Alistair Forster
Alistair is Of Counsel to TechInsights and is a partner at Merizzi

Ramsbottom & Forster. He works closely with TechInsights in devising

and executing IP development and protection strategies for a number of

select clients.
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quality patent filing, and advise how to successfully use the
tools available to generate effective patents.
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1 See The World Bank, Data: “Charges for or the use of
intellectual property, payments (BoP, current US$)”
(http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BM.GSR.ROYL.CD/
countries/) and “Charges for or the use of intellectual
property, receipts (BoP, current US$)”
(http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BX.GSR.ROYL.CD/
countries/). 

2 See Ibid. Based on The World Bank data, only Japan (11% of
the IP royalties earned by the US since 2000), UK (9%),
Switzerland (6%), Sweden (5%), France (4.5%), and
Germany (1.7%) have any relatively significant IP royalty
surplus at all, and these clearly pale in comparison to US IP
royalty surplus numbers.
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of the US3 – a trend that can almost certainly only continue to

grow. As such, those companies that can build high quality patent

portfolios across different countries concurrently will seize a unique

opportunity to generate IP-based revenue in this global environment. 

What is patent quality? 
First, a point of clarification: “quality”, as it used here to describe

patents, is not intended to describe the level of skill and eloquence

in drafting mistake-free and techni cally brilliant specifications, nor

does it refer to prosecu torial magic in overcoming tricky objections.

Rather, the term “quality” simply refers to whether a patent claims

economically relevant activity (i.e. it drives revenue) and how easy

that claimed activity is to detect and prove. It is measured by two

critical features: first, quality pat ents have applicable claim scope, in

that it encompasses activity having significant economic value, and

second, quality patents are detectable so that infringing activity can be

easily and unequivocally identified and proven. A set of issued broad

claims, from an otherwise margin ally important and even poorly

described invention, may have significant quality to the rights-holder

when it comes to assertion. Conversely, broad claims that read on

important activity, but which would require lengthy and expensive

discovery to demonstrate infringement will have significantly less

quality.

Patent Quality 
[                              ] n. 

1. the degree to which a patent’s claims are (a) applicable to

activity that has economic value AND (b) detectable without

litigation and discovery; esp. relative to other patents 

“…this patent family has exceptionally high patent quality,

because just by looking at their products, I know it clearly reads on

the latest technology created by my competitor.”

While the US patent system is unique in providing a continuation

practice, as well as more flexibility in inferring new claim language

from an existing specification, many jurisdictions nevertheless support

their own opportunities for seeking new claims for patent-eligible

subject matter in previ ously-filed patent applications. Knowledge

of each of such jurisdictional opportunities, coupled with a multi-

jurisdictional filing and drafting strategy, may provide global applicants

the ability to develop their portfolios flexibly and, indeed, in a targeted

manner. First, the regional pitfalls that have his torically restricted

quality of non-US companies in patent claiming can be avoided by

preparing for multi-jurisdictional filing early. Second, the ability to

both defer and then selectively accelerate ex amination in jurisdictions

that are relevant to the patentee and its business (and thus likely drive

the “applicability” portion of the quality equation) allows applicants

a unique opportunity to use market and technical intelligence in

building jurisdiction-specific quality well after filing. In order to most

effectively leverage these opportunities, however, applicants need to

plan for divisional and continu ation practices at drafting and early in

prosecution. 

While a purely anecdotal and highly generalized observation, many

patent practitioners will have experienced difficulties in monetizing

patents that originate from Asian companies. There is a gener al

perception that this may be because many patent offices in Asia tend

to require very narrow claims that relate to very specific embodiments;

this can lead to narrowly claimed patents when filed in other countries,

including the US. This problem becomes exacerbated when translating

highly conceptual and nuanced, but nevertheless equally (if not more)

innovative, invention descriptions and claims. Notwithstanding

Japan’s relative success amongst Asian countries in building IP royalty

surpluses, Japan is still far behind the US. It should be noted, however,

that even this relative success appears to have been built by sheer

volume through a massive filing effort that began decades ago. China

has the dubious distinction of having the second worst IP royalty

deficit on the planet, and Korea, the sixth worst, and both lack the

head start on heavy patent filing in the US and elsewhere under taken

by many Japanese firms. Couple these issues with a historical reluctance5

and reduced ability to both expand claim scope and aggressively

assert non-defensively (at least compared to US com panies) and

many Asian innovators have been at a huge disadvantage. 

Non-US jurisdictions becoming favored
for computer-based patents 
However, there may be more targeted means of catching up.

International filing processes provide a longer opportunity to identify,

and then capture in amended claims, third-party activity that more

closely relates to previously filed patents. Since the advantage of being

the leader in an ideas-based economy (rather than product-based

ones) is no longer the exclusive domain of the US, the importance of

international filing strategies has now become critical. The economies

of these regions are huge and will therefore offer massive opportunity

for licensing and other monetization. Korean, and especially Chinese

companies, are rapidly becoming global leaders in patent filings.

Courts and tribunals, in countries historically dismissed as having

weak and ineffective IP protection, are becoming increasingly strong

and accessible. Post-Alice, the treatment of computer-implemented

and, for example, fin-tech (financial technology - using software to

provide financial services) inventions has almost completely reversed

as well. It may now in fact be easier to obtain patent protection for

computer-implemented inventions in non-US countries, and non-

US patent owners can be much more certain about the validity of their

existing computer-based patents. 

As such, the IP-related opportunities that were made available to

US-focused companies for much of the past 30 years, are now becoming

available to everyone else. The companies that can both improve their

existing patent filings, and prepare new filings appropriately – in the

right jurisdictions - will reap significant rewards in the new global

reality of IP practice. The issue for global filers, particularly when

considering the cost of multi-jurisdictional patent portfolios, is how

to do this in a cost-effective manner. In more simple terms, how can

a filer be sure that their IP investment will be spent on the assets that

will bring them the greatest returns? 

Developing a targeted approach 
One way to be cost effective is to use an evidence-based approach in

a patent development and improvement strategy. Evidence-based

strategies will allow IP-rights holders to take advantage of global and

jurisdiction-specific patent filing processes, not only to target  the

investment in the IP which is most likely to generate a return, but

also to provide a mechanism for building targeted patent claims in

the right places. In other words, market and technological evidence

can be used to build a foundation for quality in new filings, and then

to improve quality of existing filings by adapting claims to specific

activity. Evidence-based patent development means using intelligence

3 See, e.g., Ericsson v. Xiaomi in India. Nokia v. HTC in the UK and
Germany.

4 RIM v. NTP and Microsoft v. i4i provide examples of issued but broad
claims that were initially dismissed by infringers.

5 This is changing. See, for example. Panasonic’s recent activities in this
regard.

PATENT QUALITY
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about related markets, technology, and IP to (i) make informed decisions

on which inventions to patent, (ii) draft patent specifications that will

support a wide variety of jurisdictionally-appropriate and flexibly-

applicable claims, (iii) make jurisdictional-specific claim amendments

at national phase entry or beyond, (iv) avoid loss of quality claim

scope during prosecution, and (v) support a strong divisional and/or

continuation practice. It will help to avoid the regional pitfalls discussed

above, as well as to provide an avenue for mitigating quality issues on

existing patent applications. Most importantly though, the lengthier

filing timelines associated with international filing strategies, which

can in part be controlled by the applicant, provide an opportunity

to identify the most relevant activity and craft detectable claims in

view of that known activity well after filing.

To execute properly, combining evidence-based patent improvement

with global filing strategies requires a blending of R&D, patent

procurement, and assertion functions. For example, an evidence-

based approach requires an integrated approach in a number of ways

(see illustration above). 

As an added bonus, this approach should lead to a rich set of

evidence of use that will have been identified well in advance of assertion,

and is available upon issuance of a patent supported by such strategies.

While the challenges of implementing these functions collectively

could be the subject of another article unto itself, there are service

providers with experience in combining patent strategy, infringement

detection and reverse engineering, patent preparation and prosecution,

and assertion.

Summary
The global exploitation of IP rights is inevitable. The assertion of IP

rights in non-US jurisdictions will only increase. The companies who

take full advantage of the experiences of those companies who have

been successful in licensing, and are able to license in any jurisdiction

– irrespective of the country of origin of the applicable invention –

will be the companies that will reap significant rewards from the

coming opportunities.

Action items
•   If you are filing in multiple

jurisdictions, ensure your patent agent

leverages international filing processes. 

•   Identify technological and market

trends related to areas of patenting

strength at relevant international filing

milestones. 

•   Use evidence from these trends to (a)

identify patent families of quality or

potential quality (b) reassess claims for

improved quality and (c) target the

most impactful jurisdictions for quality.

What is an evidence-based approach? For a patent application?

But nobody has done this before – how can I get evidence?

•   Technology and IP landscapes can show you where the field

of your invention is headed – and where it is not.

•   Use the flexibility, examination-deferral and jurisdiction-

selectivity options of an international filing strategy to identify

areas of importance in your market.

•   Use specific evidence of use to amend claims well after your

priority filing.

•   Maintain evidence of use to assert and valuate patents

immediately after filing.
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